Effects of Buffalo Home-Based Functional Exercise in Community-Dwelling Older Adults with Medium to High Fall Risks - A Proof of Concept
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ABSTRACT

Background: Exercise plays an important role in maintaining functional mobility as we age. Therefore, finding approaches that boost participation and effectiveness of home-based exercise is essential, particularly for older adults with lower function. A geriatric rehabilitation team developed XXXXXXX Functional Exercise (BFE), which encourages exercise by relating and pairing it to daily activities.

Objective: This study was to determine the effectiveness of BFE on increasing exercise adherence and reducing falls and fall risks in community dwelling older-adults with medium to high fall risk.

Methods: This randomized controlled study with a 12-week home-based exercise intervention recruited 21 enrollees of the Program of All-inclusive Care for the Elderly at one site. Therapists prescribed BFE for 11 participants and conventional home-exercise for 10 participants. Fall risk outcome measures included ankle strength, objective and subjective balance, physical performance, function and health.

Results: Both groups improved in levels of the Short Physical Performance Battery, but only the BFE group improved in balance confidence (p=.028) and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (p=.019). Beyond 6 weeks of BFE, no falls were reported in the BFE group. Exercise minutes per week for home-based exercise were similar. BFE participants reported that BFE was fun and easy to do, and expressed a willingness to continue the BFE.

Conclusion: Despite similar adherence with both exercise programs, BFE has advantages over conventional home exercise. Associating exercise with daily activities can offer a more effective approach to home exercise programs. Meaningfulness of exercise may be the reason. Further larger studies are encouraged.
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INTRODUCTION

Among older adults (aged 65 or older), falls are the leading cause of both fatal and nonfatal injury. [¹] When older adults fall, they develop a fear of falling, [²] which is likely to limit their physical activities, leading to reduced mobility and loss of physical fitness. This, in turn, will increase their actual risk of falling again. [³] For interventions to prevent falls, reducing fear of falling is a major goal in addition to improving muscle strength and balance especially in older adults who are at risk of falling. Exercise is considered the most effective intervention to prevent falls, [⁴] but for frail older adults, benefits of exercise are conflicting. Some reported improved physical performance [⁵] and decreased falls, [⁶] but others found no effects in function [⁷] or even increased falls. [⁸] It is because...
exercise is not equally effective across all levels of frailty in older adults. For example, Otago exercise is a collection of lower extremity stretching, strengthening and balance exercises that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) encourages older adults to perform to prevent falls. However, when it was offered for home-exercise in a group of community-dwelling older adults who were eligible for nursing home placement, it was effective only for higher functioning older adults but not for medium and low functioning older adults. During the 6 month study period, for people with higher function the number of falls decreased by 58% from 1.2 to 0.5 (p=.01). In contrast, the number of falls for people with low function increased by 77% from 1.3 to 2.3, and for people with medium function, by 17% from 2.4 to 2.8. Therefore, the conclusion by Rose that older adults with higher risk of falling need more tailored and progressive exercise programs that target physical risk factors associated with falling seems appropriate.

In the study described above, adherence was not recorded, but low adherence was suspected, based on the past history. Traditional structured home-based exercise in older adults has low adherence, even after physical therapy treatment; 30% do not adhere at all and 70%, some. Several reasons for low adherence have been identified. These include boredom, difficulty fitting the exercise into their daily routine and poor understanding of how to do the exercises. Responses from participants given home-exercise programs were explicitly recorded in qualitative studies. One participant reported that home-exercise “was so dumb boring…” When another participant was asked how exercise fit into her daily routine she responded, “That’s what I’m telling you, it didn’t.” These comments indicate that home-exercise needs to be interesting and fit well into their daily routine to achieve high adherence.

![Figure I: The process of effects of exercise in older adults (P double E) model.](image)

To address exercise for older adults with lower function and low adherence to home-exercise, a group of geriatric clinicians and researchers, developed BXXXX Functional Exercise (BFE) based on the Process of Effects of Exercise in Older Adults (P double E) model (Figure I) and the description of an Australian LiFE exercise program. Similar to conventional home-exercise programs, BFE incorporates strengthening, stretching and balance exercises into a home-program. However, BFE differs from conventional programs by imbedding the exercises into older adults’ daily functional activities. Further, BFE is different from the LiFE program by using environmental cues to remind participants to exercise throughout the day and involving older adults in the exercise goal setting. Incorporating environmental cues that are relevant to the participant and involving the participant in goal setting can increase the participant’s investment in the exercise program. Associating exercises with daily functional activities may also underscore the relevance of exercising, and decrease anxiety from unfamiliarity with exercise. Creating a more
user friendly framework for exercise may lead to increased physical activity directly impacting Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and Instrumental ADL (IADL) performance. Gaining confidence in their strength, and becoming more physically active may also reduce fear of falling. The relationship between muscle strength, balance, physical activity and fear of falling is indicated in the left hand side of Figure I. By linking exercise to ADLs rather than the conventional approach of providing a simple list of exercises, BFE may result in greater benefits in all areas presented in the model. The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of BFE compared to a conventional home-exercise program in an older adult population at risk for falls.

**Focusing on this population, research questions of this study were:** Do participants in the BFE intervention group increase muscle strength, physical performance level and/or functional level as well as reduce fall risks and falls, or improve health? Are changes similar to a conventional home-based exercise program? What will be the frequency of exercise, satisfaction with the BFE program, and willingness to continue?

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants:** Participants were recruited from one site of the Program of All-Inclusive Services for Elderly (PACE). PACE is a nationwide Medicare and Medicaid program in the U.S. that helps people meet their healthcare needs in the community, preventing a nursing home or other care facility placement. The majority of the PACE program services are provided at the site’s adult day health center by an interdisciplinary team of healthcare professionals. [17] All PACE enrollees are qualified for nursing home placement but are living in the community. Among them, falls have been a major problem. [18] For several years, on average, 79.3 % of enrollees fell and the average falls were 1.8 times every six months. [19] Recruitment was accomplished through a convenience sampling method. Potential participants were made aware of the study through flyers and through small meetings at one of the PACE health centers called the XXX Center in XXXX. Altogether 24 participants were identified and all of them scored less than or equal to 40/56 on the Berg Balance Scale, which indicates low to medium function. [20] Other inclusion criteria were participants whose age were 60 years or older, ambulatory with or without the use of a mobility device such as a cane and a walker, and healthy enough to participate in the program as determined by the Medical Director at the Center. Exclusion criteria were having progressive Parkinson’s disease, scheduled surgery, or fast declining cognition. At the baseline assessment, two people were found ineligible due to near non-ambulatory status. After the baseline assessment, a random assignment was made using computer generated random digits. One person was hospitalized before the random allocation occurred. Analysis was made using data of 21 participants who completed the follow-up assessments. The study was approved by the IRB of the University XXXXXXX and the XXXXXXX Health System.

**Design and Intervention:** This study employed a randomized controlled design with a 12-week intervention period. The home-based BFE was led by physical or occupational therapists in the XXXX Center who met with participants in the treatment group every 2 weeks for 3 months. The therapist evaluated a participant and talked with him/her regarding daily activities in which the participant wanted to improve, and then determined the BFE prescription. Research assessments were completed by graduate level students in clinical rehabilitation programs trained on all assessments in the research design. They were blind to participants’ intervention group.

The BFE program was tailored to the participant, but many had common activities. Here are several examples of combining exercise with common daily activities.
Prior to getting out of bed, bring your knees towards your chest to feel a stretch in your buttocks; try to hold this position for 30 seconds (Figure IIa).

When you take a can/bottle out of the cupboard to make lunch, take a second can/bottle out and perform 10 repetitions of arm lifts (lifting to a height that is not painful) (Figure IIb).

When you walk into the kitchen, take a moment to pause at the counter and stand on one foot for 10 seconds using the counter for balance if you need to (Figure IIc).

When watching television, exercise during the commercials. Stand up and sit down 10 times.

The exercises were adapted for each individual as the therapist saw fit, but the concept of relating the initiation of the exercise to an environmental cue was consistent.

Throughout the intervention period, a therapist met every two weeks with participants and guided them, kept records of their progress and their adherence to the program. At each meeting, progress was discussed and exercises were updated as deemed appropriate by the therapist. If participants experienced pain or felt uncomfortable with the exercise, they were told to stop doing the exercise and consult their therapist. For the group who participated in conventional structured home-based exercise, therapists also met with them every two weeks. This exercise was also intended to increase balance and muscle strength, but they were instructed on the number of repetitions and how many times a week without any relationship with their daily activities or cues. All participants continued to attend the XXXX Center and participated at their discretion in the exercise programs offered by the facility. These were Tai-chi, yoga, and movement with music, all of which were completed in a seated position and lasted approximately 45 minutes. The form of exercise rotated, but every day, one of these three types of exercise and walking for exercise (approximately 15 minutes) was offered. Participants were not asked to change their level of participation in any programs offered at the Center. The format of the home-exercise program was the only change introduced to participants.

Measures: Measures for fall risk have established psychometric properties. The strength of ankle dorsiflexion was measured by manual muscle testing (MMT) using a 0-10 scale. [21] The 0-10 scale uses a whole number for each manual muscle grade and eliminates the use of plus or minus signs associated with the more commonly used manual muscle testing scale of 0-5. Ankle dorsiflexor strength is a predictor of functional mobility. [22] The Activities Specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC) measures balance confidence, [23] which is the reversal of fear of falling. The ABC is a 16-item self-report measure with each item rated on a scale ranging from 0 -100 and a total score of less than 67 of 100 is a risk for falling in older adults. [24] The Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) is an objective assessment tool to evaluate lower extremity functioning balance, strength, endurance, and gait in older adults. This has
three sub-tests: repeated chair stand, standing balance, and time to walk 8 feet. The total is calculated by adding the three scores, ranging from 1 to 12. These score indicate levels of limitation: 0-3 = severe, 4-6 = moderate, 7-9 = mild, 10-12 = minimal. [25] Functional Independence Measure (FIM) measures degrees of disability composed of 13 ADL items assessing motor functions and 5 items, cognitive functions, measured based on a 7-point scale. [26] This study used only the motor domain. IADL in the Old Americans Resources and Services consists of 7 items, and the total score ranges from 0 to 14. [27] The number of falls was obtained from both participants and the XXXX Center. Health measures included hospital stays, emergency room visits, and the number of sick days. Falls and health information was recorded every 2 weeks during the study period by the therapists. The number of sick days was categorized as one of the following: less than one week, more than a week to less than one month or more than one month. [27]

### Statistical Analysis

Paired sample t-tests were used to analyze variables, which were continuous scales, normally distributed and significantly correlated between the two time points. If these criteria were not met, Wilcoxon Singed Ranks Tests were used. If dependent variables are categorical, we used McNemar tests for 2 X 2 table correlated samples. For the number of falls and fallers, Fisher’s Exact Tests were used to compare the two groups. Due to a small sample size, only within-subject analyses were conducted using one-tailed tests, for the two groups separately. The significance level was set at .05 and SPSS v.23 [28] was used for analyses.

### RESULTS

Baseline characteristics including age, sex, living status, race/ethnicity, education and use of mobility device of the two groups were equivalent although the BFE group was older by 3 years (Table 1).

#### Effects of BFE and conventional exercise

After 12 weeks of exercise, the BFE group improved ankle dorsiflexion strength, on average, one point of the 0-10 MMT scale, equivalent to 13.9%, but the control group did not change (-1% to 0%), neither change reached a level of statistical significance.

Mean scores of the ABC improved by 8.4% for the BFE group resulting in a statistically significant change (p=.028). The average for the group went from a low level of physical functioning (<50%) to a moderate level (50-80%). [29] The control group improved by 2.6%, but without statistical significance.

Both groups improved in physical limitations measured by the SPPB. For the BFE group, 6 people (54.5%) improved a level, and in the control group 4 people (40%) improved by a level. Both were statistically significant (p<.018 and p< .023, respectively). At baseline, all participants were at risk of falling (≤6 of 12 on the SPPB) but 12 weeks later, two people in each group (18.2% for the BFE group and 20.0% for the control group) were considered as not having a fall risk. [30]
The BFE group increased their IADL score with statistical significance while the control group remained similar. For the ADL score, both groups declined without significance (by 0.2 of 91 points for the BFE group and by 1.3 for the control group).

For the first 6 weeks, the number of falls was similar, but for the second 6 weeks none of the BFE group fell. In contrast, 40% of the control group fell. As shown in Figure III, these changes were statistically significant only for the BFE group.

Table II: Within-Group Comparisons for Changes in Fall Risks, Function, Fall, and Health between Treatment and Control Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Baseline Mean (SD) or n (%)</th>
<th>12 weeks Mean (SD) or n (%)</th>
<th>Change Mean (SD) or n (%)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankles Dorsiflexion (R)</td>
<td>7.18 (2.06)</td>
<td>8.18 (1.98)</td>
<td>1.0 (2.32)</td>
<td>t=1.427 (.092)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFE</td>
<td>7.55 (1.59)</td>
<td>7.45 (2.29)</td>
<td>-1 (1.65)</td>
<td>t=0.192 (.476)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance Confidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFE</td>
<td>49.8 (22.7)</td>
<td>58.1 (22.0)</td>
<td>8.3 (12.1)</td>
<td>t=2.286 (.028)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFE</td>
<td>52.0 (15.8)</td>
<td>54.6 (21.4)</td>
<td>-2 (9.2)</td>
<td>t=0.882 (.206)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the first 6 weeks, the number of falls was similar, but for the second 6 weeks none of the BFE group fell. In contrast, 40% of the control group fell. As shown in Figure III, these changes were statistically significant only for the BFE group.

Regarding hospital stay, both groups decreased to no stay. For emergency room visits, the BFE group had none while the control group increased by one time. Finally for the number of sick days in the past 3 months, all participants of the BFE group stayed healthy (<1 week) and the control group improved to the same level as the BFE group. Table II summarizes the results.

Participation and satisfaction in exercises: On average, the BFE group exercised 12 minutes/week longer than the control group in their homes. In contrast, at the XXXX Center, the control group...
exercised 21 minutes/week longer. Therefore, per week the BFE exercised 13 minutes shorter than the control. The difference between the two groups was not significant. Figure IV presents the minutes of exercise per week.

Regarding evaluation of the programs, no one was dissatisfied with either of the home-exercise programs. In the BFE group, one participant (9.1%) reported “neither satisfied nor dissatisfied”, five (45.5%) reported “satisfied”, and five (45.5%) reported “very satisfied”. For the control group, three participants (30.0%) selected “neither satisfied nor dissatisfied”, five (50.0%) said “satisfied: and two (20.0%) said “very satisfied.” The differences between the groups were not significant ($Z=1.451, p=0.074$). Regarding willingness to continue the exercise, 100% of the BFE group said “Yes” and for the control group, two (20%) said “Maybe” and eight (80%) said “Yes”. The difference was not significant ($Z=1.522, p=0.064$).

Many positive comments about BFE were explicitly expressed, more so than the conventional exercise. No negative comments were reported by the BFE group. Opinions were: liked it because I could do it whenever; liked it so I did more each time and was sure of myself; was looking forward to doing it; can do (daily activities) a lot more than when first started (2 people); can stand now; gained strength; improved balance; joints have been loosened up; little by little eased into it and blended well with what I liked to do; helped me physically (2 people); feel better after the (BFE)exercise; and know what to do better than before. The control group expressed: They were easy to do (two people); can do things more than before; and like it because I feel better.

**DISCUSSION**

This study investigated the effectiveness of XXXX Functional Exercise (BFE) on fall risk factors, function, falls, and health in enrollees of a PACE program. Participants were considered frail because they were eligible for nursing home placement and had a high fall rate, on average, in the past. Acknowledging frailty has various levels, it is important to recognize the participants’ specific status pertaining to fall risks at the time of initial assessment. Participants had (a) a medium to high risk of falling measured by the BBS (<40 of 56), (b) moderate to severe limitations (≤6 of 12) on the SPPB, which equates to a higher likelihood of falling compared to those who scored 7 points or above (odds ratio = 3.82), and (c) less than 67% ABC, which also is indicative of future falls.

For these older adults, BFE was effective in all steps of the P double E model, either statistically or clinically. The BFE group improved: (a) by increasing dorsiflexor strength of both ankles from an average of 7/10 (holds test position against slight to moderate pressure) to an average of 8/10 (holds test position against moderate resistance), (b) by improving level of confidence in physical function from low (<50%) to moderate level (50-80%) on the ABC, (c) by increasing one level on the SPPB, except for one participant and (d) by improving in IADL. Most importantly, the effectiveness of BFE becomes apparent after 6 weeks of continued BFE, finding no fallers, while 40% of the control group fell.

Finally, the BFE group was healthy, evidenced by no hospital stays, no Emergency Department visits, and reporting less than one week of sickness (the smallest increment of sick days on the questionnaire
scale). In contrast, the control group improved only on their SPPB score and the number of sick days. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that a proof of concept was demonstrated for the effectiveness of BFE for fall prevention in older adults with medium to high fall risks.

While it was hypothesized BFE would be more effective than conventional exercise, the rational for this anticipated benefit was not convincingly supported by the results. The original expectation was the BFE group would exercise more frequently than the conventional exercise group, resulting in greater amount of time exercised for the BFE group. The actual result was the BFE group exercised only 12 minutes per week longer in their home than the control group. Furthermore, the control group exercised longer in the XXXX Center than the BFE group resulting in the control group overall logging 13 more minutes exercising than the BFE group. Then why did the BFE group tend to improve more than the control group? Tailored practice within the home setting can have greater benefit to older adults than exercising for a longer time in a less tailored community program.

Participants in the BFE group provided input on environmental cues that would trigger exercises throughout the day and how the exercises would integrate with the ADL they want to improve. This tailored client-centered approach could help overcome common barriers to successful home exercise programs: lack of knowledge of exercises, no interest and low self-efficacy. In addition it emphasizes elements that encourage participation: inclusion in decision-making, seeing the exercises as relevant and able to improve their function. By pairing exercises in BFE to daily activities and allowing participant input, the program was more likely to be relevant and meaningful to participants.

Meaningfulness is an important concept in the field of occupational therapy. As Trombly explains, the participant is unique and the therapist cannot substitute his or her own values in selecting appropriate occupational (exercise, in this case) goals for their client. Meaningfulness can be tied with the emotional value that interesting, familiar, or beneficial experience offers the participant and can be motivating. Similar to other studies, when participants are involved in developing the exercise program, they do better than if exercises are dictated to them. Recently, a meta-synthesis of cancer survivors’ experience of exercise-based cancer rehabilitation emphasized importance of meaningfulness of exercise-therapy. The positive self-report of participants in BFE, “fun”, “enjoyable” “like” “easy” and “can do what I wanted to do”, suggests that participants perceived the program as a meaningful activity. Larger studies are needed to investigate inter-relationship between types of exercise, meaningfulness of exercise, and outcomes.

Another potential reason for greater benefits from BFE is associated with the structure of the program. Exercises in the BFE program are distributed throughout the day as opposed to mass exercise with longer time concentration. According to motor learning literature, distributed practice leads to better long-term retention of the skill. Frequency of exercise more than amount of time may play a role in improving function in frail older adults.

Perceived benefit of a home exercise program can be tied with increased confidence in participants’ abilities or self-efficacy, and improvement in performing daily activities. This could contribute to 100% of the BFE participants’ being willing to continue BFE. Only a few past studies have reported willingness to continue exercise. Among them, the highest percentage of participants willing to continue home-based exercise in the literature is 68.9%, reported one year after a 2-year exercise trial for women aged 80 years or older. In comparison with the rate, the BFE group’s rate was very high. However, as an exercise program becomes longer, 2 years, adherence and willingness may diminish. The BFE study period was
only 12 weeks. A long-term effect of BFE on willingness to continue exercise needs to be investigated further.

This study has several limitations. Due to a small sample size, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) using the scores with a baseline difference between the two groups as covariate were not performed. Therefore, without direct comparisons, we examined changes for two groups separately. This approach reduces the strength of evidence. Secondly, the control for frequencies or amount of exercise activities in the XXXX Center was not possible because attendance is the enrollees’ choice. However, more effective type of exercises to prevent falls such as BFE may be introduced, possibly according to the level of fall risks. Thirdly, the difficulty to record frequencies for BFE should be noted. Since BFE is performed throughout the day, participants may not precisely remember the frequencies or duration of the exercise. Therapists asked this question every 2 weeks, but it is basically a self-report. Requesting an exercise log be kept does not work well. In past research in a similar population log books had minimal documentation from participants at the end of the study. Therefore, an automated activity tracking system such as Fitbit may be used for accurate records in the future.

CONCLUSION

BFE is an effective, unsupervised home-based exercise that is incorporated into daily activities and can overcome negative connotations related to home-based exercise. BFE has resulted in reduced falls and fall risks in 12 weeks, which may be attributed to several factors associated with positive outcomes in exercise programs. This includes participants providing input into the exercise program and understanding the exercise, having a meaningful exercise program, self-efficacy and distributing practice throughout the day. Further, larger long-term studies, with the use of a good tracking system for activities, are necessary.
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